Meeting held at Cannington on Thursday, 8 August 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.50pm
Stewards: Mr G O'Dea, Mr S Jones, Mr C Kerr
Veterinary Surgeon: Dr S Gradwell
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 2 ALL THE RAVE (6/8)

SATISFACTORY TRIALS:
R71 - Race 3 MOONDTNE BOY x 1 Solo
R71 - Race 4 BUSHMAN'S COBBER x 1 Solo

SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 1 REIDY'S RUNNER, Race 2 WEST ON AUGIE, Race 2 PREMIUM SHARE, Race 3 SUNSET MILO, Race 6 AKACHI.

STEWARDS ADVICE: Box Draw results for the 2019 National Sprint Championship Final: Box 1 HELLO RHONDA (TAS); Box 2 DYNA DAVE (NZ); Box 3 GOOD ODDS HARADA (NSW); Box 4 BLACK OPIUM (VIC); Box 5 PREMIUM SHARE (WA); Box 6 ORSON ALLEN - GCA Wild Card (VIC); Box 7 SILVER STUNNER (QLD); Box 8 EBBY LAMAR (SA); Reserve 1 STARLIGHT YOYO (WA); Reserve 2 CAMPINI (WA).

Box Draw results for the 2019 National Distance Championship Final: Box 1 BRONELLY JACOB (TAS); Box 2 VELOCE NERO (NSW); Box 3 MISS GINGIN (QLD); Box 4 REIDY'S RUNNER (WA); Box 5 TORNADO TEARS - GCA Wild Card (VIC); Box 6 SALE GRAZE BINDI (SA); Box 7 RAJASTHAN (VIC); Box 8 OPAWA HILARY (NZ); Reserve 1 BACK ON LAVA (WA); Reserve 2 FANTASTIC GHOST (WA).

Race 1 - W.A. Distance Championship (Final)/City/715 - Open - 7:34 PM
(715M): GRACE ALI began quickly. ALLEN MIKE checked off the heels of FANTASTIC GHOST soon after the start. BACK ON LAVA & FANTASTIC GHOST collided on the first turn. FANTASTIC GHOST & REIDY'S RUNNER collided on the first turn. BACK ON LAVA checked off the heels of REIDY'S RUNNER approaching the second turn. GRACE ALI checked off the heels of INCREDIBLE HERO approaching the fifth turn and on the fifth turn, GRACE ALI stumbled.

Race 2 - W.A. Sprint Championship (Final)/City/520 - Open - 7:52 PM
(520M): STARLIGHT YOYO & SLINGSHOT GYPSY began quickly. CHIPS AND TRAINS & CAMPINI collided several times soon after the start. WEST ON AUGIE & DANDALUP CASPER collided soon after the start. DANDALUP CASPER & CHIPS AND TRAINS collided approaching the first turn. WEST ON AUGIE & CAMPINI collided on the first turn. CHIPS AND TRAINS raced wide in the back straight. CAMPINI checked off the heels of SLINGSHOT GYPSY on the third turn. DANDALUP CASPER & CHIPS AND TRAINS collided on the third turn. CHIPS AND TRAINS checked off the heels of DANDALUP CASPER on the third turn. CAMPINI checked off the heels of EIGHTY EIGHT approaching the home turn. EIGHTY EIGHT & CAMPINI collided on the home turn. WEST ON AUGIE faded in the home straight due to injury. CHIPS AND TRAINS raced wide in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that WEST ON AUGIE had a Right Foreleg Long Head Triceps M. Inj. (Monkey) and a Right Hindleg Pectineus/Adductor Inj. (Groin) and has been stood down for 14 days.

Race 3 - Maiden/City/520 - Maiden - 8:14 PM
ROLO MONELLI began quickly. RIPPIN' MANU & SUNSET MILO collided soon after the start. MOONDYNE BOY & MOLFETTA BOUND collided soon after the start. BENTLEY MONELLI & MOONDYNE BOY collided soon after the start. SNICKERS MONELLI & BENTLEY MONELLI collided soon after the start. BENTLEY MONELLI checked off the heels of SNICKERS MONELLI soon after the start. RIPPIN' MANU & SNICKERS MONELLI collided on the first turn. SNICKERS MONELLI checked off the heels of MOONDYNE BOY & collided heavily with MOLFETTA BOUND on the first turn, SNICKERS MONELLI fell and inconvenienced EVONNE'S GOT SOX, MOONDYNE BOY stumbled, shifted out and collided heavily with MOLFETTA BOUND, MOONDYNE BOY fell and collided with EVONNE'S GOT SOX, MOONDYNE BOY failed to finish. SUNSET MILO & ROLO MONELLI collided at the catching pen.

EVONNE'S GOT SOX was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SNICKERS MONELLI had a Right Foreleg Pectoral M. Injury (Chest) and has been stood down for 42 days.

Race 4 - Free For All (s)/Country/380 - Free For All (s) - 8:30 PM
(380M): BUSHMAN'S COBBER began quickly. LIGHTNING SEVEN & NOBELIUM collided soon after the start. AMO BAILAR checked off the heels of LITTLE RAGE on the first turn. LITTLE RAGE & MAGIC BRANDI collided on the first turn. ISSUE checked off the heels of MAGIC BRANDI on the first turn. LIGHTNING SEVEN & NOBELIUM collided on the first turn and in the back straight. AMO BAILAR & MAGIC BRANDI collided on the second turn, MAGIC BRANDI lost ground. AMO BAILAR & LIGHTNING SEVEN collided on the second turn. MAGIC BRANDI checked off the heels of LIGHTNING SEVEN approaching the home turn. BUSHMAN'S COBBER stumbled and lost considerable ground due to cramp in the home straight and under R71 has been placed on a Solo Satisfactory Trial. MAGIC BRANDI & LIGHTNING SEVEN collided in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that BUSHMAN'S COBBER had cramping and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 5 - Novice/City/520 - Novice - 8:48 PM
(520M): UNO CARLA & BUSHMAN'S SWAG began quickly. CHOMP MONELLI began slowly. PAW PILOT & IT'S A RIOT collided soon after the start. AMAZING FUN, PAW PILOT & IT'S A RIOT collided soon after the start. PAW PILOT checked off the IT'S A RIOT approaching the first turn. AMAZING FUN, PAW PILOT & CHOMP MONELLI collided on the first turn. AMAZING FUN & PAW PILOT collided on the first turn. IT'S A RIOT & FREDDO MONELLI collided on the first turn, FREDDO MONELLI lost ground. AMAZING FUN checked off the heels of PAW PILOT on the first turn. UNO CARLA & IT'S A RIOT collided approaching the third turn. PAW PILOT galloped on the heels of CHOMP MONELLI approaching the home turn. AMAZING FUN & PAW PILOT collided approaching the home turn. BURNT STAR raced wide in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that CHOMP MONELLI began slowly. PAW PILOT & IT'S A RIOT collided soon after the start. AMAZING FUN, PAW PILOT & IT'S A RIOT collided soon after the start. PAW PILOT checked off the IT'S A RIOT approaching the first turn. AMAZING FUN, PAW PILOT & CHOMP MONELLI collided on the first turn. AMAZING FUN & PAW PILOT collided on the first turn. IT'S A RIOT & FREDDO MONELLI collided on the first turn, FREDDO MONELLI lost ground. AMAZING FUN checked off the heels of PAW PILOT on the first turn. UNO CARLA & IT'S A RIOT collided approaching the third turn. PAW PILOT galloped on the heels of CHOMP MONELLI approaching the home turn. AMAZING FUN & PAW PILOT collided approaching the home turn. BURNT STAR raced wide in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that CHOMP MONELLI had a Right Foreleg Long Head Triceps M. Inj. (Monkey) and has been stood down for 21 days.

Race 6 - Mixed 4/5/Country/380 - Mixed 4/5 - 9:07 PM
(380M): AKACHI & MULGA LASS began quickly. HAPPY RAGE began slowly. SHINBONER, DAVID YELLOW & FARMOR KA CHING collided on the first turn. SHINBONER checked off the heels of DAVID YELLOW on the first turn, SHINBONER lost ground. APPLIED & HAPPY RAGE collided on the first turn. MULGA LASS & SMURF collided on the first turn. SHINBONER collided tailed off in the back straight due to injury. APPLIED & HAPPY RAGE collided on the second turn. APPLIED checked off the heels of MULGA LASS on the second turn. APPLIED & HAPPY RAGE collided approaching the home turn. MULGA LASS & APPLIED collided in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SHINBONER had a right Foreleg Long Head Triceps M. Inj. (Monkey) and right foreleg Bruising/Contusion and has been stood down for 21 days.

Race 7 - Grade 5/Country/380 - Grade 5 - 9:24 PM
(380M): LADY WILD FIRE & PRECIOUS METAL began quickly. APPLEJACK & PERFECT EMPIRE collided on the first turn. RIPPIN' WIFEF, HELLO I'M BIGGIE & WINLOCK SAL collided on the first turn. LADY WILD FIRE & RIPPIN' WIFEF collided on the first turn. RIPPIN' WIFEF checked off the heels of HELLO I'M BIGGIE & collided with APPLEJACK & PERFECT EMPIRE on the first turn. APPLEJACK & PERFECT EMPIRE collided in the back straight. RIPPIN' WIFEF & PERFECT EMPIRE collided in the back straight. RIPPIN' WIFEF checked off the heels of WINLOCK SAL approaching the home turn. RIPPIN' WIFEF checked off the heels of PERFECT EMPIRE on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that RIPPIN' WIFEF had a Left Foreleg Long Head Triceps M. Inj. (Monkey) and has been stood down for 7 days.
(520M):  BANJO'S GIRL began quickly. IMA LOGGER, HELLO I'M BUGSY & NINETYMILE TURBO collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M DOM, BEDELIA WAY & IT'S A THRILL collided soon after the start. ROMARIO & IMA LOGGER collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M BUGSY, NINETYMILE TURBO & HELLO I'M DOM collided approaching the first turn. NINETYMILE TURBO & HELLO I'M DOM collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M DOM & IT'S A THRILL collided on the first turn. NINETYMILE TURBO & IT'S A THRILL collided at the catching pen. HELLO I'M BUGSY & BEDELIA WAY collided on the third turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that NINETYMILE TURBO had a Left Hindleg Toe (Phalangeal) Fracture and has been stood down for 42 days.

Race 9 - Novice/Country/380 - Novice - 9:54 PM
(380M):  HELLO I'M CIPHER & FRANTIC TORQUE began quickly. MOLFETTA GIRL began slowly. FLYIN' RYAN, AUTUMN FALL, BONASERA, MARYVILLE & LAID BACK ALBERT collided on the first turn. AUTUMN FALL, BONASERA & MOLFETTA GIRL collided on the first turn. MARYVILLE checked off the heels of LAID BACK ALBERT on the first turn. MARYVILLE raced wide in the back straight.

AUTUMN FALL was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 10 - Mixed 5/6/Country/520 - Mixed 5/6 - 10:15 PM
(520M):  FLAKE MONELLI began quickly. GO GETTEM NITRO began slowly. ZABEEKA & TALLULAH collided soon after the start. WHO'S GOT SUBI & OUT BREAK collided soon after the start. TALLULAH & YOPPI ALLEN collided soon after the start. TALLULAH checked off the heels of YOPPI ALLEN soon after the start. WHO'S GOT SUBI, ZABEEKA & YOPPI ALLEN collided on the first turn. GO GETTEM NITRO & ZABEEKA collided on the first turn. GO GETTEM NITRO galloped on the heels of ZABEEKA on the first turn. YOPPI ALLEN checked off the heels of OUT BREAK in the home straight.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/380 - Grade 6 - 10:35 PM
(380M):  EZY DOLLARS began quickly. YADA YADA & LAPTOP WIZARD collided soon after the start. FLASHTASTIC & MY FIRE FABIO collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M STEWIE & LOCHBRAE MOSS collided soon after the start. IMPERIAL LI & HELLO I'M STEWIE collided soon after the start. FLASHTASTIC, MY FIRE FABIO & IMPERIAL LI collided on the first turn. HELLO I'M STEWIE & LOCHBRAE MOSS collided on the first turn. FLASHTASTIC, MY FIRE FABIO, IMPERIAL LI, HELLO I'M STEWIE & LOCHBRAE MOSS collided on the first turn, IMPERIAL LI & HELLO I'M STEWIE lost ground.

Race 12 - Novice/Country/275 - Novice - 10:55 PM
(275M):  CROCODILE FLASH & KONNICHIWA began slowly. FUN AND GAMES & SWEET PICKLE collided approaching the first turn. FIERCE TORQUE & VANESSA KEEPING collided approaching the first turn. FIERCE TORQUE & UNO ROAD collided approaching the first turn, FIERCE TORQUE lost ground. CROCODILE FLASH checked off the heels of UNO ROAD on the first turn. FIERCE TORQUE checked of the heels of FUN AND GAMES on the home turn. UNO ROAD & VANESSA KEEPING collided in the home straight.

FINAL.